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What is SaaR?

SaaR is a Wax-based blockchain game combining the best of game mechanics with
"Play-To-Earn" mechanics!

"No one in the world gets what they want and that is beautiful."
— Ernest Cline, 'Ready Player One'
SaaR will change your outlook towards "Play-To-Earn" games forever. It is a Play-To-Earn NFT
game on the Wax blockchain. It is different from all the other similar projects because it has
been created with a long-term mindset.
Our team of experts has carefully designed an economic model. Keeping in mind all the
valuable lessons from previous projects, it takes you to a whole new level never experienced
before. At SaaR, we have found a way to balance all in-game resources obtained by the
players, so that each of them stays in demand on the market. We have implemented some of
the already proven game mechanics from the industry, introducing new ones at the same time.
While analyzing the already existing "Play-To-Earn" games, we realised how little attention is
paid to the visualization of the gameplay at the moment. That is why SaaR will delight its
community not only with the opportunity to earn money by playing but also with well-designed,
eye-pleasing graphics.

The game story

The giant frozen cave of Armanda gave birth to several races of Yeti. The Yeti genes were
almost similar in all the races. They differed merely in their outlook; some were white, others
brown, while few were blue and green. As time passed, these races migrated to different islands
to raise their communities; meanwhile, they shall serve a larger purpose.
The four yeti races scattered in four different directions of the Ice Continent. The snow-white
Hedger settled to the west, enriched with mammals and water. The brown, called Begder,
appeared in the south, an area that mainly constituted forests. Similarly, blue Seers originated in
the east, and green Gops moved northward, hilly areas with abundant metals and minerals.
Of all the regions, Armanda, the center of the Ice Continent, was the only land of infinite natural
resources but its holy status demanded that it be left in its natural form, devoid of consumption.
Thus, the Yeti migrated to the nook and corner of the Ice Continent.

Days vanished, months went by, and four years passed. The Yeti population quadrupled, and
their civilization advanced forward. As the number of inhabitants increased, yetis faced scarcity
of resources and shortage of space, which compelled them to seek resources in Armanda.
As the first Bedger stepped in Armanda without the consent of other Yeti nations, it led to the
first war between yetis for domination and resources. The war coalitions were built upon the
basis of diplomatic ties between various yeti communities.
The Bedger and Gops formed the Axe coalition and sent forth raised war drums were beaten at
their loudest. The Hedger and Seers engaged in the Lion coalition and responded with even
ferocious beating of the drums. The landscape of both coalitions had provided them with various
benefits and novel tools of warfare. All lacked a vital material that was possessed by some other
tribe. Therefore, nobody could imagine the outcome of their confrontation.
Hell was raised on the icy ground as the sharp metal swords, pointed spears, and shiny armors
of Axe Coalition collided with Lion Coalition. For seven days, Armanda was shaken by warfare
until the war reached the destination of the great cave of Armanda. Since the cave of Armanda
was considered a holy site, the war was temporarily halted. Meanwhile, Abra from Hedger and
Dame from Bedger held a head-to-head table meeting. It was concluded that all future resolves
would be meted out by dialogues.
Hardly four months had passed that a band of Gops, greedy for the horses of Hedgers, decided
to go to Umber and steal some horses. This was the melting point. The yetis, who had held
together their patience, out lashed at each other.
Now and then, a little conflict in some direction would turn many yetis into dead meat. The
situation turned out of hands with every passing moment, ringing the doom of Armanda.
Peace was customarily celebrated by all Yeti folks in the week of their birth and migration from
Armanda. Two days ago, a mythical creature, a band of fire golems, laid waste to Seers and
conquered Armanda. The news reached even the last Yeti on the Ice Continent. At first, Bedger
and Gops cared little.
”Why should we trouble ourselves? The Golems did well defeating the Seers. We
can now outperform against the Lion Coalition.”
However, the prospect of Golem’s conquest over Armanda brought their sense of the Yeti
community back. As the Golem revealed their intentions of administering entire continent of Ice
by demolishing the Temple-like cave of Armanda, which was dear to the Yetis, brotherhood
sprouted from abomination. A supreme coalition was announced, and the white, green, brown,
and blue flag fluttered high and wide, as far as eyes could survey.
Snow born would freeze the fire born. Behold the majestic sight as the mighty yeti brethren
enjoined hands with hands to declare doom upon the infidel golems. The representatives from
each of the Yeti tribes gather their troops, and the mighty Alp ordained:

”Born of snow, raised from the sacred womb of Cave Armanda, the cause for our
mother unites us, the leaders from all the tribes have concluded the peace treaty
and declared hell upon fire golems .”
Thus, any further iron strokes were banned between Yetis, who were all equal in the eyes of
Armanda cave.
The great battle of Armanda was waged by Yetis against Golems. While the Hedgers were good
horsemen, the Bedgers were better land fighters. The supplies from Gops covered them head to
toe with spears, shields, and swords. The sky turned blood-colored with Golem pride as the first
Hedger unit was crushed to the snow by fiery golem wrestlers.
Golems had secured the first day of the brawl. As the cold night descended, war was put to rest
until the next day. The elders of Yeti tribes sat around the meek fire, devising ways of victory.
The old revelation served them the technique. They revisited their roots and outcame the magic
spell:
”Appear united, spread, surround them from all directions and leap at once.”
The cold blue seeped through the red, entering into Golem bodies. On the third day, the Achilles
of the Yeti, Fabre, led the combined units of the great Yeti army and served a crushing defeat to
the Golem tribe.
That evening, the great cave of Armanda was decorated with decorations brought forth from
every region. Blue shone in the glassy lanterns hanging at the cave’s mouth. Melodious lore
was sung at the center by the most pompous songstress, Shina of the tribe Seers. She exalted
the upper hand of Yeti youth over the monstrous fire and anointed them with laurels of victory.
The mouth-watering banquet was prepared from foods and spices received from all the islands
of the Ice Continent. A mythic spirit hovered in the cave when the feast was over, a soothsayer,
who warned about the upcoming strife with Golem nation. When asked who she was and from,
she appeared out of the blue. She spoke with the thundering voice:
”Rados, the emperor of the kingdom, swore revenge on me. My Children, go to your
regions and prepare to bury the golem kind on your homeland.”
It was clear that Rados was preparing to claim the entire ice continent for his dominion. The
voice was, in fact, a religious order for the Yetis who believed in the cave of Armanda. Thus,
they carefully listened to the spirit of Armanda cave and set to the work of dividing land among
them and constructing a comprehensive future constitution.
The land of Umber, which harbors the Hedgers, had little beyond mammals, so they would
harness the wind and animals to develop a more sophisticated society with advanced items.
The Wolves Island of Bedger would use wood to produce heat for moving water turbines and
build steam engines. It left the Gops of the Gomura island to use their chemicals and minerals

for making various potions and structures. While the Seers of the island Promindy would build
massive ammunition and factories by taking help from solar energy.
Four papers were brought forward for recording the rights of land in favor of Yeti communities.
Each land was represented by its dominant resource. The paper was produced out of the same
material from the land. The sacred deeds of ownership that divided various islands upon the
basis of dominant resources in those islands were drafted by the learned Yorul of the tribe
Seers. Each tribe was conferred upon an eternal right to own those islands. The papers of
ownership were held to be holy scriptures as they were carved in the name of the Holy cave of
Armanda.
Only the matter about motherland was left to be decided unanimously. That night the elders’
council gathered for the second time. They divided the lands among the tribes with their
agreement and left the Armanda, the center of the continent, open for everyone with limits and
conditions.

Getting started

To participate in the gameplay, you need at least one Yeti, some Green Energy and Millirium
in-game resources to restore stamina and durability.
You can buy Yeti from other users through the AtomicHub marketplace. If you have enough
in-game resources you can craft a Yeti pack in the Armanda Cave.
The Alcor exchange will help you acquire tokens (SRW, SRM, SRE, SRS) of our project. Those
token are easily exchangable in the game.
Every new joiner will have the following game objects: an Altar and two Common Cabins.

Tokens

Those are primary tokens in SaaR:
●
●
●
●

SRE
SRM
SRW
SRS

SRE (SaaR Energy token) is used for crafting purposes and for restoring the stamina supply of
one or more Yeti in the game.
The SRE token can be obtained in two following ways:
●
●

Exchange of the in-game resource "Green energy" for the token
Purchase of the token on the Alcor exchange

Total supply: 100 000 000 000

SRM (SaaR Millirium token) is used for crafting purposes and for restoring the durability of the
instruments used by one or more Yeti in the game.
The SRM token can be obtained in two following ways:
●
●

Exchange of the in-game resource "Millirium" for the token
Purchase of the token on the Alcor exchange

Total supply: 100 000 000 000

SRW (SaaR Wood token) is used for crafting purposes and for restoring the durability of one or
more Yeti tools in the game.
The token can be obtained in two following ways:
●
●

Exchange of the in-game resource "Wood" for the token
Purchase of the token on the Alcor exchange

Total supply: 100 000 000 000

SRS (SaaR Spirit token) is used for crafting purposes when daily craft limit reached and for
automating the in the game processes.
Using this coin will allow you to automate the resource extraction process, expand the storage
of stamina, unlock craft if daily craft limit reached and gain access to closed voting, including
topics on the project's further development.
The token can be obtained in four following ways:
●
●

Exchange of the in-game resource "Spirit" for the token
Purchase of the token on the Alcor exchange

●
●

Stake Amulets
Stake Yetis of the type different from the land type

Total supply: 1 000 000 000
Amulet staking before the light version of the game launch
During the Amulet staking phase, pass holders can stake amulets into Altar and mine SRS
token every 24 hours!
Depending on the rarity of the staked amulet, you will have a chance to get more Spirit tokens
per mine.
Rarity:
1 SRS / per mine
2 SRS / per mine
4 SRS / per mine
Common: 90% 8% 2%
Rare: 70% 25% 5%
Epic: 55% 35% 10%
Amulet staking after the light version of the game launch
Players can stake amulets into Altar and mine SRS token every 24 hours!
Please check the Amulet section for more details regarding mining.
Automate mining process will be available with the full game launch
Spirit Support Level 1:
Yeti can be sent to mine resources once every 2 hours.
The reward for one successful mine is increased by 2 times. The reward for one
successful mine is increased by 2 times. In other words, you will receive the same
reward that you would receive by sending your Yeti to mine resources two times
once every hour.
Spirit Support Level 2:

Once every 12 hours, Yeti, with the help of spirits of the giant frozen cave of Armanda,
automatically will be sent to mine resources. Yeti can be sent to mine resources manually once
every 3 hours.
The reward for one successful mine is increased by 3 times. In other words, you will
receive the same reward that you would receive by sending your Yeti to mine
resources three times once every hour.
Spirit Support Level 3:
Once every 12 hours, Yeti, with the help of spirits of the giant frozen cave of Armanda,
automatically will be sent to mine resources. Yeti can be sent to mine resources manually once
every 4 hours.
The reward for one successful mine is increased by 4 times. In other words, you will
receive the same reward that you would receive by sending your Yeti to mine
resources four times once every hour.
Spirit Support Level 4:
Once every 6 hours, Yeti, with the help of spirits of the giant frozen cave of Armanda,
automatically will be sent to mine resources. Yeti can be sent to mine resources manually once
every 6 hours.
The reward for one successful mine is increased by 6 times. In other words, you will
receive the same reward that you would receive by sending your Yeti to mine
resources six times once every hour.
Automatic repair of Yeti tools when minimum values are reached.
Each support level can be bought for 24h / 48h / 72h / 1 week / 1 month. After that time, Spirit
Support will expire!
Expand the storage of Stamina:
Stamina storage Default:

In-game resources

Those are primary in-game resources in SaaR:
●
●
●
●

Green energy
Millirium
Wood
Spirit

Game objects

Cabins and Altar are primary game objects in SaaR.
You can learn about each of the game object from the subsequent chapters.

Cabin

Cabins are buildings in which Yeti live. By upgrading your cabins, you can increase the size of
your village. Bigger villages fit more Yetis and have more crafting options available.
In total, the game will feature 3 different types of cabins, distinguished by their spaciousness
and Yeti crafting options.
The maximum count of cabins in the village is equal to two.
Each village can accommodate a maximum of 18 different Yeti.
You will be asked to choose your primary resource during the sing up. There are three options
to choose from Millirium, Wood or Green energy. Only those Yetis in your cabins whose type is
equal to the selected land type will bring you the primary resource.
Other Yetis who live in your village will mine you Spirit tokens!

Common cabin

Common cabins are the first cabins that the Yeti settled in. These were small, one-story
constructions, not very spacious.
Each such cabin can accommodate up to 3 Yetis of a different type: 1 Common or Rare Yeti of
type Wood, 1 Common or Rare Yeti of type Millirium and 1 Common or Rare Yeti of type Green
energy.
By having two Common cabins in your village, you have an option to craft all Common and Rare
Yetis:
● Yeti with a raw millirium axe
● Yeti with a millirium axe
● Self-taught Yeti engineer
By enhancing a common cabin with some Magic bricks, the Large cabin can be obtained to
increase your cabin size and make it possible to craft some additional Yetis.

Large cabin

Large, or as it is also called a spacious cabin, is of medium size, fairly spacious, two-story
construction, made mainly of wood.
At the same time, such a cabin can accommodate 6 Yeti of a different type: 2 Common, Rare or
Epic Yeti of type Wood, 2 Common, Rare or Epic Yeti of type Millirium and 2 Common, Rare or
Epic Yeti of type Green energy.
By having two Large cabins in your village, you have an option to craft Common, Rare or Epic
Yetis:
● Yeti with a raw millirium axe
● Yeti with a millirium axe
● Yeti with a millirium saw
● Self-taught Yeti engineer
● Experienced Yeti engineer
● Yeti with a millirium pickaxe
By enhancing a Large cabin with some Magic bricks, the Villa can be obtained to increase your
cabin size and make it possible to craft some additional Yetis.

Villa

Villas are the most spacious housing option found in the vastness of the island. These are
3-storey constructions made of wood mixed with stone elements.
At the same time, such a cabin can accommodate 9 Yeti of a different type: 3 Common, Rare,
Epic or Legendary Yeti of type Wood, 3 Common, Rare, Epic or Legendary Yeti of type Millirium
and 3 Common, Rare, Epic or Legendary Yeti of type Green energy.
By having two Villas in your village you have an option to craft Common, Rare, Epic or
Legendary Yetis:
● Yeti with a raw millirium axe
● Self-taught Yeti engineer
● Yeti with a millirium axe
● Yeti with a millirium saw
● Experienced Yeti engineer
● Yeti with a millirium pickaxe
By having two Villas in your village you have an option to craft all of the following Yeti Packs:
● Wooden Yeti Pack
○ Yeti with a millirium saw - drop chance 50%
○ Yeti with an electric millirium saw - drop chance 50%
● Energy Yeti Pack
○ Experienced Yeti engineer - drop chance 50%

●

○ Chief Yeti engineer - drop chance 50%
Millrium Yeti Pack
○ Yeti with a millirium pickaxe - drop chance 50%
○ Yeti with a millirium drill - drop chance 50%

Villa can be obtained by enhancing a Large cabin with some Magic bricks.
Each village can accommodate a maximum of 18 different Yeti.

Altar

The Altar is a place to honour the spirits of the island. It is a sacred place. By improving the
Altar, you can increase the maximum number of amulets that can be placed under it and enable
additional crafting options.
By placing your amulets on the Altar, you will receive bonuses depending on the type and rarity
of the amulet. In total, the game will feature 3 different types of altars, differing from each other
in capacity and amulet crafting options.
Altar is one of the places of mining the in-game resource Spirit.

Small altar

The Small Altar is the most common type of Altar in the vastness of the island. It can hold up to
2 amulets (one Common or Rare Amulet to increase resource mining and one Common or Rare
Amulet to reduce mining costs).
By having a Small Altar in your village, you have an option to craft all of the following Amulets:
●
●

Yellow Amulet
Light Blue Amulet

By enhancing a Small Altar with some Magic bricks a Common Altar

Common altar

A Common Altar can not be found in every village. It holds up to 3 amulets (one Common or
Rare Amulet to increase the mining of resources and two Common or Rare Amulets to reduce
the cost of mining).
By having a Common Altar in your village, you have an option to craft all of the following
Amulets:
●
●
●
●

Yellow Amulet
Light Blue Amulet
Orange Amulet
Dark Blue Amulet

By enhancing a Small Altar with some Magic bricks a Common Altar can be obtained.

Large altar

The Large Altar is the least common, but the most spacious type of altar. It holds up to 4
amulets (two Common, Rare or Epic Amulets to increase resource mining and two Common,
Rare or Epic Amulets to reduce mining costs).
By having a Large Altar in your village, you have an option to craft all of the following Amulets:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Yellow Amulet
Light Blue Amulet
Orange Amulet
Dark Blue Amulet
Red Amulet
Purple Amulet

A Large Altar can be obtained by enhancing a Common Altar with some Magic bricks

NFTs
Yeti

Yeti will allow you to mine specific resources, depending on the type and rarity of the cards
available.
The game will feature 9 different types of Yeti, each of which is unique in its own way.

Yeti with a raw millirium axe

The raw millirium axe is the first tool the
Yeti began to use for wood mining.
Each forest tour with this tool consumes
25 units from the village stamina and 13
units from the durability margin of the
tool.
Within one cycle with this tool, Yeti mines
an average of 20 Wood in-game
resource (convertible into the SRW
token) or 0.37 Spirit in-game resource
(when SRW token price is dumping)
(convertible into the SRS token).
1 Durability = 0.2 Millirium

Yeti with a millirium axe

After learning how to smelt metals,
the Yeti have expanded their arsenal
with more durable tools: the millirium
axe.
Each forest tour with this tool
consumes 52 units from the village
stamina and 63 units from the
durability margin of the tool.
Within one cycle with this tool, Yeti
mines an average of 57 Wood
in-game resource (convertible into
the SRW token) or 0.49 Spirit
in-game resource (when SRW token
price is dumping) (convertible into
the SRS token).
1 Durability = 0.35 Millirium

Yeti with a millirium saw

In a short time, having mastered
forging, the Yeti learned how to make
saws that were many times stronger
and more efficient than axes.
Each forest tour with this tool
consumes 130 units from the village
stamina reserve and 190 units from
the durability margin of the tool.
1 Durability = 0.35 Millirium

Yeti with an electric millirium saw

Over time, the Yeti learned to apply
more advanced technologies in
creating tools, and this is how the
electric saw from the millirium was
born.
Each forest tour with this tool
consumes 170 units from the
village stamina reserve and 560
units from the durability margin of
the tool.
Within one cycle with this tool, Yeti
mines an average of 363 Wood
in-game resource (convertible into
the SRW token) or 4.03 Spirit
in-game resource (when SRW
token price is dumping) (convertible
into the SRS token).
1 Durability = 0.2 Millirium

Yeti with a millirium pickaxe

This tool fell into the arsenal of the
Yeti at the same time as the
millirium axe, after the Yeti learned
to smelt metals.
Each mine tour with the millirium
pickaxe consumes 210 unit from
Yeti's Stamina reserve and 110
units from the durability margin of
the tool.
1 Durability = 0.7 Wood

Yeti with a millirium drill

This easy-to-use but
difficult-to-manufacture tool
was created in the same time
frame as the millirium electric
saw.
Each mine tour with the
millirium drill consumes 260
units from Yeti's energy
reserve and 550 units from
the durability margin of the
tool.
Within one cycle with this tool,
Yeti mines an average of 540
Millirium in-game resource
(convertible into the SRM
token) or 4.01 Spirit in-game
resource (when SRM token
price is dumping) (convertible
into the SRS token).
1 Durability = 0.3 Wood

Self-taught Yeti engineer

Self-taught Yeti engineers are
pioneers in the production of
renewable energy. Thanks to
them, the first windmills began to
appear in the villages.
Using such a windmill built by a
self-taught Yeti engineer
consumes 60 units from the
durability margin of the
construction.
And it brings 50 Green energy
in-game resource (convertible
into the SRE token) per cycle or
0.2 Spirit in-game resource
(when SRE token price is
dumping) (convertible into the
SRS token).
1 Durability = 0.2 Millirium + 0.3
Wood

Experienced Yeti engineer

Experienced Yeti engineers have
built windmills for years and work to
improve their performance.
Using such a windmill built by an
experienced Yeti engineer
consumes 250 units from the
durability margin of the
construction.
And it brings 160 Green energy
in-game resource (convertible into
the SRE token) per cycle or 1.18
Spirit in-game resource (when SRE
token price is dumping) (convertible
into the SRS token).
1 Durability = 0.2 Millirium + 0.25
Wood

Chief Yeti engineer

Chief Yeti engineers are using the
latest technology to construct their
windmills.
Using such a high-tech windmill
built by a chief Yeti engineer
consumes 380 units from the
durability margin of the
construction. And it brings 392
Green energy in-game resource
(convertible into the SRE token)
per cycle or 4.51 Spirit in-game
resource (when SRE token price is
dumping) (convertible into the
SRS token).

1 Durability = 0.2 Millirium + 0.25
Wood

Amulet
An amulet is a stone that has magical properties. By placing some amulet on the Altar, you will
receive various bonuses when mining resources.
Amulets can increase the number of resources you mine or reduce energy and durability
consumption when mining them, depending on the type and rarity of the card.
A total of 6 different amulets will be presented in the game, each of which is unique in its own
way.

Light blue amulet

Amulet, which is often found on the vastness of the island. It has the
appearance of a bluish stone and increases the amount of mined
resources by 3%.
It brings per cycle 0.2 Spirit in-game resource (convertible into the SRS
token).

Yellow amulet
This amulet is a frequent occurrence on the island. It has the
appearance of a yellowish stone and helps to reduce the number of
resources spent on mining by 3%.
It brings per cycle 0.2 Spirit in-game resource (convertible into the SRS
token).

Dark blue amulet
This type of amulet is not common. This amulet looks like a dark blue
stone that increases the amount of mined resources by 6%.
It brings per cycle 0.4 Spirit in-game resource (convertible into the
SRS token).

Orange amulet

Quite a rare specimen that you don't often see on the island. It has the
appearance of an orange-coloured stone and helps to reduce the number of
resources spent on mining by 6%.
It brings per cycle 0.4 Spirit in-game resource (convertible into the SRS
token).

Purple amulet
An incredibly rare amulet whose whereabouts are unknown. This
amulet has the appearance of a stone with a purple tint. It helps to
increase the amount of mined resources by 9%.
It brings per cycle 0.7 Spirit in-game resource (convertible into the
SRS token).

Red amulet
An extremely rare type of amulets, which is almost impossible to find. It has
the appearance of a stone with a red tint and helps to reduce the number
of resources spent on mining by 9%.
It brings per cycle 0.7 Spirit in-game resource (convertible into the SRS
token).

Magic brick
Magic brick is a building material used by the Yeti to increase the size of buildings in the village
and to have an additional crafting options.
Magic bricks will help you reach the desired capacity at cabins, altars and craft some Yetis,
thereby achieving maximum performance.

Blue magic brick
A blue-tinted magic stone will increase the capacity of your Cabin by adding one extra slot for
each Yeti type.

To upgrade from Common Cabin to Large Cabin it will require 3 blue-tinted Magic bricks.
To upgrade from Large Cabin to Villa it will require 6 blue-tinted Magic bricks.

Green magic brick
A green-tinted magic stone will increase the capacity of your Cabin by adding two additional
slots for each type of Yeti.
To upgrade from Common Cabin to Large Cabin it will require 1 green-tinted Magic bricks.
To upgrade from Large Cabin to Villa it will require 3 green-tinted Magic bricks.

Pink magic brick
A magic stone with a pinkish tinge will increase the capacity of your Altar by adding one
additional slot for a spending-reducing amulet.
To upgrade from Small Altar to Common Altar it will require 2 pink-tinted Magic bricks.
To upgrade from Common Altar to Large Altar it will require 4 pink-tinted Magic bricks.

Purple magic brick
A purple-tinted magic stone will increase the capacity of your Altar by adding one extra slot for
an income-increasing amulet and two additional slots for spending-reducing amulets.
To upgrade from Small Altar to Common Altar it will require 1 purple-tinted Magic bricks.
To upgrade from Common Altar to Large Altar it will require 2 purple-tinted Magic bricks.

Land

The whole island is divided into pieces, each of which has its own owner. By owning a piece of
land, you can collect rewards from those who are enriched by the resources of your one or more
lands. As well as you can receive some additional bonuses in the form of some % of the
commission pool of our project. Each landowner receives from 2% to 8% from each resource
that is mined on their land. Commision % changes every 24 hours and differs per each land.
To maintain a balance in the economic structure of the project every land has its own type.
The land can be switched.

Type
In total, 3 different types of land will be presented, depending on which it will be determined from
which pool its owner will receive a discretionary reward.

Wooden lands
Wooden lands are land pieces with dense, century-old forests. By owning this land, you will
receive a reward in Wood.

Millirium lands
Lands, the depths of which are filled with deposits of millirium. By owning this type of land, you
will receive a discretionary reward in Millirium.

Energy lands
Land, the location of which is most favourable for renewable energy production. By owning this
type of land, you will receive a reward in Green Energy.

Rarity
Each of the types of land presented above will have 4 different rarities. Depending on which it
will be determined how much % of the commission pool the landowner will receive.

Common lands
Common, unremarkable lands. The owners of these lands share equally 13% of the commission
pool, depending on the type of land available.

Rare lands
It is a rarer type of land with deposits of certain resources in its vastness. The owners of these
lands share equally 20% of the commission pool, depending on the type of land available.

Epic lands
Land pieces of historical value for the Yeti. The owners of these lands equally share 27% of the
commission pool, depending on the type of land available.

Legendary lands
Pieces of land on which there are places sacred to the Yeti. The owners of these lands equally
share 40% of the commission pool, depending on the type of land available.

MegaLand

These lands are located around Armanda Cave, in the very center of the island. They differ from
other lands not only in their location, but also in their impressive size, which is 7 times the size
of an ordinary land plot.

The owners of these lands equally share 40% of the 3 commission pools with Legendary land
owners.
The number of lands of this type is limited to 6 pieces.
Lands of this type can be purchased at official auctions held by the SaaR team.

Commission pool
The project will feature 3 commission pools (Wood, Millirium and Green energy).
With each successful mining, 2% - 8% of the mined resources will be directed to one or another
pool, depending on the type of the mined resource.
Allocation of pools between landowners takes place daily at 00:00 GMT.
The size of the commission for mining will be set randomly in the range from 2% to 8%. This
operation will be carried out daily at 00:00 GMT.

InGame mechanics
Mining

With a frequency of 1 hour, you can send your Yeti to mine resources. With each cycle, Yeti
spend some stamina and durability of their tools, which need to be refilled.
Mining of resources is possible only with the help of the Yeti living in your villages.
To evict the Yeti from the Cabin, Yeti's tool must be fully repaired.

Crafting

The Armanda cave is located in the center of the island. It is the only place where players can
create new Yetis and amulets. To avoid overpopulation and overproduction, the Cave has a limit
in terms of the possible count of crafting. Once the limit of crafting is reached, it becomes
impossible to craft. Meaning the cave is depleted.
The cave crafting limit is 100 times. Once the limit is reached, the cave's energy will be fully
restored at 00:00 GMT. The restoration of the cave's energy can be bypassed by paying
in-game Spirit tokens. Meaning that player can bypass the cooldown period ad-hoc without
waiting for full restore. After each craft via bypassing the cooldown cycle, the price for craft via
bypassing ad-hoc the cooldown period increases by 1%.

On the game launch the first cost for bypassing ad-hoc the cooldown period will cost 50 in-game
Spirit tokens.
Crafting options are available depending on the size of your Cabins and Altar in the village.
Please check Cabins and Altar sections for more details.

Stamina and durability refilling
Depending on the type of resource mined by your Yeti, the tokens for refilling the durability of
the tool it uses may differ.
You will need Millirium and Wood in-game resources to refill the durability of Yeti tools of type
Green energy.
In contrast, you only need Millirium to refill the durability of Yeti tools of type Wood and Millirium.
The stamina supply of each Yeti is refilled using the Green energy in-game resource.

Villages
By upgrading cabins, with the use of magic bricks, you can increase the size of your village.
How large your village is, depends on how many Yeti can live in it.

Each village can accommodate a maximum of 18 different Yeti.

Weather conditions
The game will feature different weather conditions. Each land has its own weather condition
applied every 24 hours.
Sunny - a good weather condition, which can occur by chance 60% and will not affect the
mining process.
Windy - a weather condition, which can occur by chance 30%. When sending your Yeti to mine
at the time be prepared for the fact that the amount of mined resources will decrease. Mining
resources in this weather condition Yeti will mine 15% less resources.
Snowstorm - a weather condition, which can occur by chance 10%. When sending your Yeti to
mine at the time be prepared for the fact that the amount of mined resources will decrease, but
stamina and durability consumption will increase. Mining resources in this weather condition Yeti
will consume 2 times more while mining 50% less resources.

Upgrade
Cabins and Altars can be upgraded. By adding certain magic bricks to your buildings, you can
expand their capacity to the desired scale. For more details, please check Magic Bricks section.

Promoting / advertising
Promoting and maintaining interest in your land is what every land owner should be doing in our
project.
To attract users' interest in your properties, we provide you with several options:
●
●
●

Stand out! By choosing the color you like, the land in your possession will acquire a
beautiful, bright, eye-catching magical glow.
Advertise! By uploading an image of your choice (which does not violate our policy) and
placing it on your land, you will be able to attract new Yeti to your property.
Equip! On the eve of a particular holiday, land owners will be able to style their land for
the upcoming celebration, thereby giving players on their land pieces to receive various
bonuses.

Withdrawing
To convert the resources you have mined into our project tokens, which can later be sold on the
Alcor exchange, you must use the Withdraw function.
At the moment of withdrawal, a commission from 5% to 15% will be deducted from the
withdrawn balance. Every day, the size of the commission for withdrawal is set randomly in the
range from 5% to 15%.

Collection market fee
The commission of our collection from sales on the market is 6.0%.

Join our community
Keep track of upcoming events and stay tuned.
Website
Telegram
Twitter
Discord
Medium
AtomicHub
NeftyBlocks

Terms
Please note that SaaR bears no control over the transactions nor liability or do they have the
ability to arrange facilitate or encourage transactions on the AtomicHub network. Please ensure
to read carefully legal documentation of AtomicHub prior to purchasing your Yeti.
Please note that we reserve at our sole discretion to add to the list of Primary Resources and
ensure that you familiarise yourself with the conditions of each resource prior to the purchase.
All purchase of such resources are non-exchangeable and must be used, as well as purchases,
transferred or assigned as permitted by our terms of service.
Any purchase of SRE shall be made at your sole discretion, and used for its permitted purpose
during gameplay always in conjunction with our Terms of Services. Please ensure to read
carefully legal documentation of Alcor Exchange prior to purchasing your SRE.
Any purchase of SRM shall be made at your sole discretion, and used for its permitted purpose
during gameplay always in conjunction with our Terms of Services. Please ensure to read
carefully legal documentation of Alcor exchange prior to purchasing your SRM tokens.
Any purchase of SRW shall be made at your sole discretion, and used for its permitted purpose
during gameplay always in conjunction with our Terms of Services. Please ensure to read
carefully legal documentation of Alcor exchange prior to purchasing your SRW tokens.
Any purchase of SRS shall be made at your sole discretion, and used for its permitted purpose
during gameplay always in conjunction with our Terms of Services. Please ensure to read
carefully legal documentation of Alcor exchange prior to purchasing your SRS tokens.
Please note that we reserve at our sole discretion to add to the list of Primary Resources and
ensure that you familiarise yourself with the conditions of each resource prior to the purchase.
All purchase of such resources are non-exchangeable and must be used, as well as purchases,
transferred or assigned as permitted by our terms of service.
Cabins is a subject to change at our sole discretion dependent upon the relevant resources
needed for continuation and fair gameplay.
Conditions on which any Villa can be built are subject to change at our sole discretion for the
enhancement of gameplay.
We reserve the right to change the composition of the Altar’s as well as the conditions in which
the effect gameplay and resources at our sole discretion as well as the cost of Altar in exchange
for Amulets.
Any purchase of NFT of any catefory on the SaaR shall be made at your sole discretion, and
used for its permitted purpose during gameplay always in conjunction with our Terms of
Services. Please ensure to read carefully legal documentation prior to purchasing any NFTs.

We reserve the right to introduce new Yeti and or adapt the conditions attributed to any Yeti at
our sole discretion.
We reserve the right to change the relevant units as well as the average wood for the
conversion of it into SRW or any other in game resources at our sole discretion.
We reserve the right to change the relevant units as well as the average millirium for the
conversion of it into SRM or any other in game resources at our sole discretion.
We reserve the right to change the relevant units as well as the average energy for the
conversion of it into SRE or any other in game resources at our sole discretion.
We reserve the right to change the relevant units as well as the average spirit for the conversion
of it into SRS or any other in game resources at our sole discretion.
We reserve the right to change the composition of the Amulet’s as well as the conditions in
which the effect gameplay and resources at our sole discretion.
We reserve the right to change the conditions of Amulets at our sole discretion to ensure fair
gameplay.
We reserve the right to change the relevant units as well as the Magic bricks count required for
the upgrade at our sole discretion.
The % earned from the commission pool of our project for landowners is subject to change at
our sole discretion dependent upon the relevant resources needed for continuation and fair
gameplay.
It remains at our discretion to give rewards for land based on the pool of owners and the need
for relevant distribution of such reward to ensure fair gameplay.
It remains at our discretion to give rewards for Wooden lands based on the pool of owners and
the need for relevant distribution of such reward of wood to ensure fair gameplay.
It remains at our discretion to give rewards for Millirium lands based on the pool of owners and
the need for relevant distribution of such reward of millirium to ensure fair gameplay.
It remains at our discretion to give rewards for Energy lands based on the pool of owners and
the need for relevant distribution of such reward of energy to ensure fair gameplay.
The relevant auction of MegaLand shall be in accordance with our Terms of Service and at our
sole discretion.
The above stated in-game mechanics are subject to change at our sole discretion to ensure fair
gameplay.

